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Abstract: Singularities are configurations where the number of degrees of freedom of a robot changes
instantaneously. In parallel manipulators, a singularity could reduce the mobility of the end-effector
or produce uncontrolled motions of the mobile platform. Thus, a singularity is a critical problem for
mechanical design and model-based control. This paper presents a general sensor-based method
to identify singularities in the workspace of parallel manipulators with low computational cost.
The proposed experimental method identifies a singularity by measuring sudden changes in the
end-effector movements and huge increments in the forces applied by the actuators. This paper uses
an inertial measurement unit and a 3D tracking system for measuring the end-effector movements,
and current sensors for the forces exerted by the actuators. The proposed sensor-based identification
of singularities is adjusted and implemented in three different robots to validate its effectiveness
and feasibility for identifying singularities. The case studies are two prototypes for educational
purposes—a five-bar mechanism and an L-CaPaMan parallel robot—and a four-degree-of-freedom
robot for rehabilitation purposes. The tests showcase its potential as a practical solution for singularity
identification in educational and industrial robots.

Keywords: robotics; parallel manipulators; kinematics; singularities; experimental analysis

1. Introduction

In robotics, a singularity is a configuration where the number of degrees of freedom
(DOF) of the robot changes instantaneously [1,2]. In serial manipulators, a singularity
constrains the mobility of the end-effector in at least one direction and generally appears at
the boundary of the workspace [3]. However, parallel manipulators, or Parallel Kinematic
Mechanisms (PKMs), have various types of singularities due to their closed kinematic chain
architecture [4–6].

Gosselin and Angeles [7] classified the singularities of PKMs into three types by
analysing the input-output kinematic velocity relationship. Type I singularities are analo-
gous to the singular configurations in serial manipulators, i.e., the PKMs lose at least one
DOF of the end-effector or mobile platform. In Type II singularities, despite the actuator of
the PKM being locked, the mobile platform gains at least one uncontrollable motion [1].
Type III singularities combine the two previous types simultaneously and only appear un-
der certain geometrical parameters of the links [7,8]. The singularities of a PKM have been
classified in different manners [9–13], always stressing the loss of mobility or uncontrolled
movements in the end-effector.

The consequences of singularities pose significant challenges to PKM design and
control. Type I singularities amplify the forces required by the actuators to move the mobile
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platform, increasing electric current demands [2]. Conversely, Type II singularities generate
uncontrolled motion that risks the integrity of the user and the PKM itself [14,15], and they
degrade the model-based control laws, resulting in infinite control actions [16,17].

In non-redundant PKMs, singularities are identified using graphical procedures, ana-
lytical methods, or a combination of both. Graphical methods are usually based on PKM
geometry [18,19]. Analytical methods can use Jacobian matrices from the input-output
kinematic velocity relationship [20–22], Screw theory [23–25], or motion/force transmis-
sibility [26]. These theoretical methods primarily rely on precise kinematic modelling of
the PKM under study with offline implementations because of their substantial mathe-
matical calculations. In [27], experimental measurements of the position and orientation
(pose) reached by the end-effector and the force applied by the actuators were used to
improve singularity identification based on kinematic models. In real PKMs, the kinematic
model-based singularity identification described above faces the following challenges:

• Real-time implementation in resource-limited control units is hindered by the sub-
stantial mathematical calculations required. Combining singularity identification with
control laws, such as computed torque control [17] or model predictive control [28],
requires considerable computational resources.

• Modelling complexity varies across mechanical architectures, complicating the es-
tablishment of a general approach applicable to different PKMs. A comprehensive
examination of PKM modelling and its associated challenges is provided [29].

• Non-model effects, such as joint clearances, add complexity to determining the appro-
priate singularity proximity thresholds. Some approaches for measuring the closeness
to a singularity are provided in [30,31].

In order to address the challenges faced by existing methods, this paper proposes a
novel approach to identifying Type I and Type II singularities in non-redundant PKMs
using only sensor measurements. The sensor-based singularity identification method is
designed to detect unexpected movements of the end-effector and sharp oscillations in
the forces applied by the actuators. By utilising inertial or vision sensors to measure the
motion of the end-effector and current sensors to measure the actuator forces, the proposed
method bypasses the need for accurate kinematic modelling. The avoidance of kinematic
modelling allows for real-time implementation across resource-limited control units. The
singularity identification threshold is set by the average pose error and actuator current
during normal operations of the real PKM, making the proposed method robust to non-
model effects. Thus, the proposed singularity identification provides high adaptability to
different PKMs with low complexity in implementation. The effectiveness of this method is
validated through experiments conducted on two educational PKMs and a PKM designed
for knee rehabilitation.

The remainder of this manuscript is organised as follows. Section 2 presents the
singularities in a PKM and the problems for users and robots. Section 3 describes the
proposed sensor-based procedure for identifying Type I and Type II singularities. Section 4
uses the proposed sensor-based procedure to identify Type I singularities in a 3-DOF
PKM known as L-CaPaMan. Section 5 describes the sensor-based identification of Type II
singularities in a five-bar planar mechanism. In both cases, the motion of the end-effector is
detected by an inertial measurement unit, and current sensors measure the force applied by
the actuators. Section 6 describes the identification of Type II singularities using a 4-DOF
PKM for knee rehabilitation as a case study. In this case, the motion of the end-effector is
measured by a 3D tracking system. Finally, the main conclusions are presented in Section 7.

2. Singularities in Parallel Manipulators

A parallel robot, or Parallel Kinematic Mechanism (PKM), is a mechanism that controls
the location and orientation of the end-effector or mobile platform using at least two open
kinematics chains [1]. The position and orientation of the mobile platform, often referred
to as the pose of the end-effector, are represented by a vector x =

[
xp yp zp φ θ ψ

]
.

The translational DOFs of the PKM are represented by xp, yp, and zp, and the rotational
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DOFs are represented by φ, θ, and ψ. The pose x is constrained by the kinematic arrange-
ment of the open kinematic chains, which dictate the permissible motions of the mobile
platform [2].

Each open kinematic chain, also known as a limb, consists of interconnected links
joined by joints. The relative motion between the links within a limb is described using
generalised coordinates, denoted as qij, which may represent translational or rotational
motion at any given instance [2]. The pose x is controlled by a subset of active or actuated
joints qind.

The kinematic structure of a PKM typically includes key elements such as the mo-
bile reference frame

{
P − XpYpZp

}
attached to the end-effector and the fixed reference

frame {O − X0Y0Z0} affixed to the base or fixed platform. Figure 1 illustrates a schematic
representation of a PKM, highlighting these main kinematic elements.

Figure 1. A general scheme of a PKM and its main kinematic elements. The pose of the end-effector
and the active joints are shown in red.

The inverse and forward kinematics problems of the PKM are defined by the input-
output constraint equations Φ

Φ(x, qind) = 0 (1)

where x and qind are vectors that represent the input and output variables of the
PKM, respectively.

Taking the time derivatives of Equation (1), the relationship between the output and
input velocities is

JI q̇ind + JD ẋ = 0 (2)

where q̇ind stands for the velocities in the actuators, ẋ represents the velocities of the end-
effector, and JI and JD represent the inverse and forward Jacobian matrices, respectively.
For non-redundant PKMs, JI and JD are square F × F matrices, with F as the DOFs of the
mobile platform.

Based on the rank deficiency of the Jacobian matrices, Gosselin and Angeles [7] defined
three types of singularities:

Type I: The JI matrix becomes rank-deficient, i.e., the determinant of the JI matrix is zero
(|JI | = 0). The mobile platform of the PKM loses mobility in at least one direction despite
having a set of non-zero velocities in the actuators, q̇ind ̸= 0. Figure 2a shows a five-bar
planar mechanism, or 5R PKM (where R stands for revolute joint), in this singular configura-
tion.

Type II: Here, the Jacobian matrix JD becomes rank-deficient (|JD| = 0). In this case,
despite all actuators being locked (q̇ind = 0), the mobile platform of the PKM experiences
at least one uncontrollable motion. Figure 2b depicts a Type II singularity configuration.
Under this condition, if an external action is applied to the mobile platform, the PKM
moves despite the actuators being locked.
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Type III: Both JI and JD become rank-deficient simultaneously. This configuration
occurs only for specific geometric parameters of the links. Figure 2c shows an example
using a four-bar mechanism, or 4R PKM.

Figure 2. Examples of singularities in a 5R PKM: (a) Type I; (b) Type II; (c) Type III in a 4R PKM.

3. Sensor-Based Identification of Singularities

Type I and Type II singularities cause instantaneous changes in the end-effector
motion [1,2]. Hence, a motion sensor can identify singularities by identifying disruptions
in the end-effector motion. Such disruptions necessitate an increase in the force applied to
the actuators. Since force correlates with the electric current consumed by the actuators,
incorporating current sensors could measure this increment in force. Therefore, this work
proposes an experimental identification of the singularities of a PKM based on sudden
changes in the end-effector motion and the corresponding electric current consumed by
the actuators.

Figure 3 shows a block diagram of the proposed sensor-based procedure. The proce-
dure requires the reference pose of the mobile platform xr , the measured pose xm, and the
current consumed by the actuators im. Singularities are identified by calculating the pose
error ex and the time derivative of the electric current consumption i̇m.

−

Figure 3. Scheme of the proposed sensor-based procedure for identifying PKM singularities.

The closeness to a singularity is identified when ex exceeds the threshold of the permit-
ted motion disturbance eth. If the end-effector exceeds the permitted motion disturbance
|ex| > eth, the PKM reaches a Type II singularity. This singularity is considered potentially
dangerous because the end-effector presents uncontrolled motions. If ex is within the range
of motion (|ex| < eth), and im increases suddenly over a certain limit, |i̇m| > i̇th, it is a
singularity Type I. This paper considers a Type I singularity non-dangerous because a PKM
maintains its stiffness despite the reduction in the mobility of the end-effector. In contrast,
Type II singularities are potentially dangerous because the end-effector becomes unstable,
reducing its controllability.

The thresholds eth and i̇m are defined based on the operating specifications of the PKM.
The threshold eth is defined as the average pose error admissible in the F DOFs for the
fundamental movements of the PKM. In contrast, i̇th is defined as the instantaneous change
in the average current consumed by the actuators ia during the fundamental movements of
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the PKM. Considering that the control unit is discrete, i̇th could be calculated for a constant
sample time as

i̇th =
ia

ts
(3)

where ts is the sample time from the control unit.
The proposed identification method is based on the following assumptions:

• The working conditions of the PKM remain constant during its principal or funda-
mental movements. The fundamental movements represent the most commonly
performed actions by the PKM within a given task. Variations in payload and wear
and tear over the PKM’s lifetime are not taken into account.

• The sensor signals are assumed to be minimally affected by noise, either through
hardware or software filtering mechanisms.

• The control unit works at a constant sample time.

The proposed procedure identifies singularities based solely on motion and electric
current measurements. Therefore, this work introduces a rapid sensor-based method to
identify singularities of PKMs, which is suitable for offline and online applications.

If the thresholds eth and i̇th are defined for the principal movements of the PKM, the
proposed method provides robust detection of singularities that involve sudden movement
changes or drastic current increments. Moreover, the proposed method can detect constraint
singularities, which occur when the constraint wrenches from the limbs disappear, resulting
in effects similar to Type II singularities [11].

The exclusive reliance on sensor measurements ensures that the proposed identifi-
cation procedure is computationally efficient, rendering it suitable for control units with
limited resources, such as robotics prototypes in engineering education. Moreover, by cir-
cumventing the need for kinematic models, the proposed method offers broad applicability,
reducing the time investment required for implementation. In cases with enough computa-
tion resources, the proposed sensor-based identification procedure could be used for fast
initial identification of singularities prior to verifying them using an analytical method.

The current research focuses on analysing the features of the proposed method under
constant working conditions across different PKMs. The robustness of the proposed
technique under varying working conditions, payload changes, and noise sensor signals is
not analysed.

The following sections describe the setup and implementation of the proposed sensor-
based identification of singularities in two PKMs developed for educational purposes and
a prototype of a PKM for knee rehabilitation.

4. Case Study: L-CaPaMan

L-CaPaMan is a prototype of a PKM designed for earthquake simulation, featuring
three DOFs [32]. This PKM operates by controlling translation along the Zp axis and
rotations φ and ψ using three angular actuators, denoted as α1, α2, and α3, as illustrated in
Figure 4a.

The positioning of the end-effector along Xp and Yp, along with the lengths of the three
strokes si, is intricately tied to the three DOFs Zp, φ, and ψ, rendering them passive variables.
Geometric lengths represented by ai, bi, di, and hi determine the specific connection points
between the end-effector and the fixed platform. The coordinates frame {Oi − XiZi} stands
for the local system at each limb i = 1 . . . 3.

For experimental validation, a cost-effective prototype of L-CaPaMan, featuring a 3D-
printed structure [32], was employed, as depicted in Figure 4b. This figure illustrates the
physical realisation of the prototype, providing insights into its practical implementation.
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Figure 4. L-CaPaMan PKM [32]: (a) kinematic design; (b) current prototype.

The proposed sensor-based identification shown in Figure 3 was applied to detect
Type I singularities in the current L-CaPaMan prototype shown in Figure 4b. The sensor-
based identification of singularities was carried out online using Matlab code during the
execution of two singular trajectories, which are defined as follows:

• TM1: Crossing two Type I singularities in the middle of two desired configurations.
• TM2: Starting from a Type I singularity to reach a non-singular pose.

The reference trajectories (TM1 or TM2) are sent from Matlab R2023a code to the
control unit of the L-CaPaMan PKM via serial communications at a baud rate of 115,200.
The control unit is an Arduino Mega, manufactured in Italy by Arduino.cc, that modifies the
pose of the end-effector using three servomotors in the PKM. All the measurements are sent
from the Arduino Mega to Matlab for numerical identification of the singularities. Figure 5
shows a schematic diagram of the sensor-based identification of Type I singularities for the
L-CaPaMan PKM, and Algorithm 1 details the code executed in Matlab.

Figure 5. Scheme for sensor-based identification of singularities in the L-CaPaMan PKM.

The current consumed by the servomotors is measured by three current sensors
(ASC712T), which provide an analogue voltage proportional to the current at 120 kHz.
These sensors have a range of ±5 A, an output sensitivity of 185 mV/A, and a supply
voltage of 4.5 V to 5.5 V. The linear acceleration and the angular velocity of the mobile
platform are measured by an inertial measurement unit (IMU) attached to point H. The
IMU sensor is an MPU6050 powered at 5 V 800 Hz, with an acceleration range of ±2 g and
a gyroscope range of ±125 degrees/s.

The fundamental motion for the L-CaPaMan PKM consists of sinusoidal translations
in Zp with simultaneous sinusoidal rotations in φ and ψ. This fundamental motion is
executed ten times in the L-CaPaMan PKM to set the thresholds eth and i̇th. The current
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prototype of the L-CaPaMan PKM has an average pose error of 2 degrees for φ and ψ,
and 3 mm along Zp. The actuators require an average current of 150 mA, and the control
unit runs at 50 Hz (20 ms). Thus, for the L-CaPaMan PKM, the parameters for identifying
singularities are set as eth =

[
3 mm 2 deg. 2 deg.

]
and i̇th =

[
7.5 7.5 7.5

]
A/s.

Algorithm 1: Matlab pseudo-code for sensor-based identification of
singularities in the L-CaPaMan PKM

Data: Reference Trajectories from TM1 or TM2
Result: Numerical Identification of Singularities
initialise threshold eth and i̇th
initialise serial communication with Arduino Mega
i = 0
while running do

send xr at instant i from TM1 or TM2 to Arduino Mega
if i > trajectory end then

break
end
while i ≤ trajectory end do

receive current measurement im and pose xm from Arduino
calculate pose error ex = xr − xm
if |ex| > eth then

Identify Type II singularity
end
else if |ex| < eth and |i̇m| > i̇th then

Identify Type I singularity
end
else

No singularity detected
end
i++

end
end

Results

The initial pose, expected singularity, and final pose of the L-CaPaMan PKM for testing
trajectories TM1 and TM2 are listed in Table 1.

Table 1. Data of the trajectories executed with L-CaPaMan.

TM1 TM2

Location Zp φ ψ Time Zp φ ψ Time
(m) (deg.) (deg.) (s) (m) (deg.) (deg.) (s)

Start 0.13 0 −22 0 0.13 −6 −7 0
Singularity 0.14 0 22 0.18 1.22 0.13 −6 −7 0
End 0.13 0 −22 3.1 1.8 0 0 2

Since TM1 mainly executes a vertical movement along Zp, the motion error is shown
only for this DOF. Figure 6a shows that the absolute position error in Zp (ex[1]) remained
under the corresponding threshold (eth[1]) for detecting Type I singularities during TM1.
This means that the mobile platform experienced no sudden movement changes.

Although the mobile platform executed a controlled motion during TM1, the current
consumed by the actuators presented two sudden changes. Figure 6b shows the rate of
change of the current consumed by actuator 1. It verifies that |i̇m|[1] detected the two peaks
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of the current corresponding to a Type I singularity. Figure 7 shows that the two peaks of
the current detected by |i̇m|[1] occurred when |JI | crossed zero.

Figure 6. Results of testing TM1 with the L-CaPaMan PKM: (a) absolute position error along Zp;
(b) time derivative of the current consumed by actuator 1. The detected Type I singularities are
enclosed in two black circles.

Figure 7. Computed |JI | during TM1 with the L-CaPaMan PKM. The detected Type I singularities
are enclosed in two black circles.

The testing of TM2 demonstrated a controlled motion (|ex| < eth) with a current peak
at the beginning (|i̇m| > i̇th). Figure 8 shows the absolute error in Zp and the current
consumed by actuator 1 during TM2. These results verify that the proposed experimental
procedure is suitable for detecting Type I singularities.

Figure 8. Results of testing TM2 with the L-CaPaMan PKM: (a) absolute position error along Zp;
(b) time derivative of the current consumed by actuator 1.
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5. Case Study: Five-Bar Mechanism

The five-bar mechanism, also known as the 5R mechanism, is a planar PKM featuring
two DOFs designed to position a point P within a defined plane O − XpYpZp. The name 5R
originates from the five revolute joints denoted by the letter “R” that connect the links. Of
these joints, two are actuated, typically connected to the fixed platform. The positions xp
and yp of the point P are driven by two angular actuators represented by the generalised
coordinates q11 and q21 (Figure 9a). The locations of the passive revolute joints, represented
by q12 and q22, are calculated based on the end-effector pose.

Figure 9. 5R mechanism: (a) kinematic design; (b) current prototype.

The kinematic analysis of the 5R mechanism requires defining a working mode. In
this work, the 5R mechanism has a symmetrical architecture with the working mode −+.
This working mode specifies that the actuator at A1 corresponds to the negative solution
for inverse kinematics, while the actuator at A2 corresponds to the positive solution. For
a detailed kinematic model of the 5R PKM, readers are referred to [33]. Figure 9b depicts
the 5R PKM utilised in our research, developed specifically to demonstrate the impact of
singularities in pick-and-place tasks to engineering students. Table 2 provides a list of the
geometrical parameters for the current 5R PKM prototype.

Table 2. Geometrical parameters for the 5R PKM prototype.

OA1, OA2 (m) A1B1, A2B2 (m) B1P, B2P (m)

0.04 0.06 0.05

In this case, the experimental identification of singularities was carried out online
in Matlab during the execution of two singular trajectories. Trajectory TM3 crosses a
Type II singularity, and trajectory TM4 starts from a non-singular position and stops in a
Type II singularity.

Analogous to Section 4, reference trajectories TM3 or TM4 are sent from Matlab code
to the Arduino Mega for controlling the location of the 5R PKM via serial communications
with a baud rate of 115,200. The linear acceleration and angular velocity of the B1P link
are measured by an IMU MPU6050 in point P, and two ASC712T sensors measure the
current consumed by the actuators. The ASC712T sensors provide a voltage proportional
to the current at 120 kHz, with a range of ±5 A and a sensitivity at 185 mV/A. The
MPU6050 measures linear acceleration at ±2 g and angular velocity at ±125 degrees/s
with a frequency of 800 Hz.

A schematic diagram of the sensor-based identification of Type II singularities for the
5R PKM is shown in Figure 10, and its code executed in Matlab is depicted in Algorithm 2.
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Figure 10. Scheme for sensor-based identification of singularities in the 5R PKM prototype.

Algorithm 2: MATLAB pseudo-code for sensor-based identification of
singularities in the 5R PKM

Data: Reference Trajectories from TM3 or TM4
Result: Numerical Identification of Singularities
initialise threshold eth and i̇th
initialise serial communication with Arduino Mega
i = 0
while running do

send xr at instant i from TM3 or TM4 to Arduino Mega
if i > trajectory end then

break
end
while i ≤ trajectory end do

receive current measurement im and pose xm from Arduino
calculate pose error ex = xr − xm
if |ex| > eth then

Identify Type II singularity
end
else if |ex| < eth and |i̇m| > i̇th then

Identify Type I singularity
end
else

No singularity detected
end
i++

end
end

The 5R PKM under study develops a translation from (−0.02, 0.06) to (0.02, 0.06) on
the XpYp plane as its fundamental movement. After executing the fundamental movement
ten times, the 5R PKM exhibits an average position error of 1.5 mm for xp and yp, and
the actuators require an average current of 150 mA. Considering that the control unit runs
at 20 ms, the parameters for identifying singularities are set as eth =

[
1.5 1.5

]
mm and

i̇th =
[
7.5 7.5

]
A/s.

Results

The initial pose, expected singularity, and final pose for testing trajectories TM3 and
TM4 are listed in Table 3.
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Table 3. Data of the trajectory executed with the 5R PKM prototype.

TM3 TM4

Location xp (m) yp (m) Time (s) xp (m) yp (m) Time (s)

Start 0 0.09 0 0 0.09 0
Singularity −0.03 0.05 2.8 −0.03 0.05 3
End −0.04 0.03 3.1 −0.03 0.05 3

During the execution of TM3, the 5R mechanism lost control of the position of point
P in the closeness to the expected Type II singularity. Figure 11a shows that the absolute
position error for the vertical DOF yp (ex[2]) exceeded the corresponding threshold (eth[2])
starting from the time instant 2.4 s. This figure verifies that the PKM was unable to track
the reference frame after 2.4 s, i.e., a Type II singularity occurred. During the execution of
TM3, there were no sudden changes in the current consumed by the actuators. Figure 11b
shows the absolute derivative of the current consumed by actuator 1 (|i̇m|[1]).

Figure 11. Results of testing TM3 with 5R PKM: (a) absolute position error for yp; (b) time derivative
of consumed current by actuator 1. The detected Type II singularity is enclosed in a black circle.

According to Table 3, the Type II singularity was expected to appear at 2.8 s. However,
the proposed sensor-based procedure identified the Type II singularity at 2.4 s. |JD| verified
that the proposed sensor-based procedure anticipated the Type II singularity (see Figure 12).
This is because non-modelled effects, such as clearances in joints, generate regions with
singularities in actual PKMs [34].

Figure 12. Computed |JD| during TM3 with the 5R PKM. The detected Type II singularity is enclosed
in a black circle.

The degeneracy of the end-effector motion with non-sudden changes in actuator
currents was observed again towards the end of TM4 (Figure 13). Thus, the proposed
procedure was able to identify Type II singularities in the 5R mechanism.
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Figure 13. Results of testing TM4 with the 5R PKM: (a) absolute position error for yp; (b) time
derivative of the current consumed by actuator 1.

6. Case Study: 4-DOF Parallel Manipulator

The 4-DOF parallel manipulator under analysis is a PKM built for knee rehabilitation
and diagnosis purposes at Universitat Politècnica de València [35]. This PKM is named
3UPS+RPU due to the three external limbs having a UPS configuration and the central one
having an RPU configuration. Figure 14 shows a kinematic representation of the 4-DOF
PKM and its current prototype. The letters R, U, S, and P stand for revolute, universal,
spherical, and prismatic joints, respectively, and “ ” identifies the actuated joint.

The four DOFs of the PKM consist of two translational movements (xm, zm) in the
tibiofemoral plane, along with rotations (ψ, θ) around the coronal and tibiofemoral planes,
respectively [35]. These four DOFs are controlled by four linear actuators, denoted as q13,
q23, q33 and q42, as shown in Figure 14a.

Figure 14. 3UPS+RPU PKM: (a) kinematic design; (b) current prototype. The geometrical parameters
of the fixed and mobile platform are shown in Table 1 and Table 2, respectively.

The connections between the limbs and the fixed platform (A0, . . . , D0) are defined
by geometrical variables such as R1, R2, R3, βFD, βFI , and ds. Conversely, the connections
between the limbs and the mobile platform (A1, B1, C1, Om) are determined by variables
like Rm1, Rm2, Rm3, βMD, and βMI . These geometrical parameters are referenced to the
fixed frame

{
O f − X f Yf Z f

}
for the fixed platform and the moving frame {Om − XmYmZm}
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for the mobile platform. Detailed geometrical parameters for the 3UPS+RPU PKM are
provided in Table 4.

Table 4. Geometrical parameters for the 3UPS+RPU PKM.

R1, R2, R3 βFD βFI ds Rm1, Rm2, Rm3 βMD βMI
(m) (deg.) (deg.) (m) (m) (deg.) (deg.)

0.4 90 45 0.15 0.3 50 90

The experimental identification presented in Section 3 was applied to identify Type
II singularities in the current 3UPS+RPU PKM prototype during the execution of two
trajectories that crossed a Type II singularity, TM5 and TM6.

The sensor-based singularity identification method was developed on an industrial
computer using ROS2, as reported in Figure 15. Reference trajectories TM5 or TM6 are sent
to a PID controller that drives the four prismatic actuators of the PKM (q13, q23, q33, and
q42) using an ESCON 50/5 current amplifier powered at 24 V, manufactured in Sachseln,
Switzerland by Maxon motor ag. The current amplifier provides a nominal power of 250 W
and accurate feedback of the current consumed by the actuators using an analogue output
channel with a 12-bit resolution at 53.6 kHz. The actual pose of the mobile platform of the
3UPS+RPU PKM is measured by a 3D tracking system (3DTS) manufactured by Optitrack,
with an accuracy of 0.1 mm. The 3DTS system consists of 10 infrared Flex 13 cameras with
a resolution of 1.3 Megapixels at 120 Hz.

The code implemented in ROS2 is depicted in Algorithm 3.

Algorithm 3: ROS2 pseudo-code for sensor-based identification of singularities
in the 3UPS+RPU PKM

Data: Reference Trajectories from TM5 or TM6
Result: Numerical Identification of Singularities
initialise threshold eth and i̇th
initialise communication with Optitrack 3DTS
i = 0
while running do

compute control actions from the PID controller for xr at instant i using
actuators’ encoder feedback

send control actions to ESCON 50/5
if i > trajectory end then

break
end
while i ≤ trajectory end do

read current measurement im
receive pose xm from Optitrack 3DTS
calculate pose error ex = xr − xm
if |ex| > eth then

Identify Type II singularity
end
else if |ex| < eth and |i̇m| > i̇th then

Identify Type I singularity
end
else

No singularity detected
end
i++

end
end
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Figure 15. Scheme for sensor-based identification of singularities in the 3UPS+RPU PKM.

The 3UPS+RPU PKM performs three fundamental movements: (i) flexion of the hip,
(ii) flexion-extension of the knee, and (iii) internal-external rotation of the knee [35]. After
executing the fundamental movements ten times, the actual 3UPS+RPU PKM prototype
exhibits an average position error of 9 mm for xm and zm, and 3 degrees for θ and ψ, with
an average of 5A for the current consumed by the actuators. Considering that the control
unit runs at 10 ms, the parameters for the sensor-based identification procedure are set as
eth =

[
9 mm 9 mm 3 deg. 3 deg.

]
and i̇th =

[
50 50 50 50

]
A/s.

Results

The initial pose, expected Type II singularity, and final pose of the 3UPS+RPU PKM
for executing trajectories TM5 and TM6 are listed in Table 5.

Table 5. Data of the trajectory executed with the 3UPS+RPU PKM prototype.

TM5 TM6

Pose xm zm θ ψ t xm zm θ ψ t
(m) (m) (deg.) (deg.) (s) (m) (m) (deg.) (deg.) (s)

Start −0.05 0.63 5 0 0 0 0.62 8 −6 0
Singularity −0.05 0.73 5 34 14 0.08 0.72 −3 15 15
End −0.05 0.73 5 44 17 0.16 0.76 −16 41 24

During the execution of TM5 and TM6, the 3UPS+RPU PKM lost control over the
mobile platform in the closeness to the expected Type II singularities. Figure 16a shows
that the PKM under study increased the error tracking on xm (ex[1]) at time instant 13.9.
When the 3UPS+RPU PKM lost control over the end-effector, the current consumed by the
actuators exhibited no sudden increments. Figure 16a shows the absolute derivative of the
current consumed by actuator 1 (|i̇m|[1]) during the execution of TM5.

Figure 16. Results of testing TM5 with the 3UPS+RPU PKM: (a) absolute position error for xm;
(b) time derivative of the current consumed by actuator 1. The detected Type II singularity is enclosed
in a black circle.
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Figure 17 shows that the instant of uncontrolled motion over the mobile platform
appeared in the closeness to zero crossing of |JD|, i.e., a Type II singularity was detected.

Figure 17. Computed |JD| during TM5 with the 3UPS+RPU PKM. The detected Type II singularity is
enclosed in a black circle.

In TM6, the Type II singularity was detected by an increment in the error tracking at
time instant 13.0 s (Figure 18). Thus, the proposed sensor-based procedure demonstrated
its capability to identify Type II singularities in spatial PKMs. In this work, the interaction
between the 3UPS+RPU PKM and a human was avoided in order to reduce the external
forces that could modify the expected singular configuration.

Figure 18. Results of testing TM6 with the 3UPS+RPU PKM: (a) absolute position error for xm;
(b) time derivative of the current consumed by actuator 1.

7. Conclusions

The proposed sensor-based procedure has been successfully applied to identify Type I
and II singularities in three non-redundant PKMs with different applications. The proposed
sensor-based identification of singularities only requires measuring the actual position and
orientation (pose) of the mobile platform and the current consumed by the actuators. In the
closeness to a Type I singularity, the current consumed by the actuators increases suddenly
with no changes in the pose tracking error. In contrast, a Type II singularity is identified
by a sudden increment in the pose tracking error without abrupt changes in the electric
current consumed by the actuators. The novel sensor-based identification of singularities
could be extended to constraint singularities because the identification depends only on
sensor measurements.

The sensor-based procedure for detecting singularities requires moderate time for ad-
justment. The sensor-based procedure is adjusted through the average pose tracking error
and the average current consumed by the actuators during the fundamental movements of
the PKM under study. Indirectly, the adjustment considers non-modelled effects, such as
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friction and clearances in joints, because all measurements are taken through experimenta-
tion on the actual PKM. Therefore, the proposed sensor-based procedure provides practical
singularity identification for different PKMs.

The effectiveness of singularity identification depends on the accuracy of the sensor
used to measure the motion of the end-effector and the current consumed by the actuators.
An IMU requires numerical integration for measuring the pose of the end-effector. In
contrast, a 3DTS directly measures the pose of the end-effector with high accuracy. Thus, a
vision system is preferred over an IMU sensor for pose tracking.

The simplicity of the proposed sensor-based identification method of singularities
reduces the computational cost. Thus, the proposed sensor-based singularity identifi-
cation method is suitable for low-resource control units commonly used in educational
robots and prototypes, especially in the first stage. Moreover, in industrial PKMs with
high-performance control units, the proposed sensor-based procedure could be used for
preliminary identification of singularities, which could then trigger an analytical method
to verify the singularities. The use of the proposed singularity identification procedure
for preliminary identification could allow the high-performance control units to focus on
other tasks.

In future work, the authors will analyse the robustness of the proposed technique
under varying working conditions, payload changes, and noise sensor signals. Potential
solutions may involve refining the threshold definitions for detecting singularities, imple-
menting advanced filtering techniques to mitigate noise effects, incorporating additional
sensor data for improved reliability, and integrating artificial intelligence (AI) into the
sensor-based singularity identification procedure. Moreover, the proposed sensor-based
identification method will be leveraged to develop a singularity avoidance algorithm tai-
lored for low-computation resource controllers, using the 5R and 3UPS+RPU PKMs as case
studies. Additionally, the sensor-based identification method will be extended to detect
constraint singularities in 3-DOF PKMs.
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